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ABSTRACT: We present 6-inch bifacial p-type Czochralski-grown silicon passivated emitter and rear locally-diffused
(PERL) solar cells with “pPassDop” layer stack on the cell’s rear side. The “pPassDop” layer stack consists of an aluminum oxide and a boron-doped silicon nitride layer serving as both surface passivation and doping source. Local
laser processing introduces boron and aluminum atoms from the “pPassDop” layer stack into the silicon. The electrical contacting of the formed line-shaped p-doped back surface field is realized by screen-printed and fired pure silver
contacts (i.e. without aluminum). The fabricated PERL solar cells reach high bifaciality of up to 89%. The monofacial
peak front side energy conversion efficiency, measured with contact bars on both sides on a black non-conducting
chuck, is given by 19.8%. Fill factors of more than 79% and specific contact resistances in the single-digit mΩcm²range prove the successful low-resistance contacting on both sides. It is important to stress that the same commercial
state-of-the-art firing-through pure silver screen-printing paste is used for the cell’s front and rear side metallization.
A special alignment procedure ensures that the rear silver grid with finger widths of about 65 µm is placed over the
whole wafer on top of the about 37 µm-wide laser-doped and opened structures.
Keywords: p-type silicon solar cell, bifacial, screen-printing, silver contact, boron-doped silicon nitride
1

INTRODUCTION

Bifacial solar cells [1] fabricated from p-type silicon
wafers are currently of great interest to the photovoltaic
community [2–7] and have experienced a considerable hype
since SolarWorld’s announcement in 2014 [8] to commercialize a bifacial passivated emitter and rear cell (PERC)
variant. The bifacial solar cells allow for increased power
generation due to additional rear side illumination. Furthermore, cell and module manufacturing need only minor adjustments with respect to their monofacial device
counterparts.
However, bifacial p-type silicon PERC or passivated
emitter and rear totally diffused (PERT) solar cells typically feature rather wide aluminum contact fingers and
busbars on the rear side (finger widths 100 µm < wfinger ≤
255 µm) [2,7,9], as the electrical conductivity of aluminum is rather poor. The associated high aluminum coverage fraction on the rear side negatively affects the cells’
energy conversion efficiency ηrear when illuminated from
the rear side. The bifaciality β = ηrear / ηfront of such p-type
silicon PERC/PERT devices is reported to be β ≤ 80%
[2,3,7]. On the other hand, for bifacial p-type silicon
PERT solar cells with silver grid on the rear side allowing
for contacts with much smaller finger width, β = 87% is
reported [4]. For bifacial n-type silicon PERT solar cells,
for which the rear side metallization with silver contacts
is state-of-the-art, β exceeds values of 90% [10–14].
The purpose of this work is to realize industrial bifacial p-type Czochralski-grown silicon (Cz-Si) solar cells
that feature similar high bifaciality β as bifacial PERT solar
cells. It is important that the process complexity compared to industrial bifacial p-type Cz-Si PERC solar cells
with aluminum rear side grid is not increased.
2

APPROACH

To address the challenge concerning high bifaciality β,
we substitute the rather wide aluminum contact fingers and

Figure 1: Schematic cross section of the bifacial p-type
Cz-Si PERL solar cell structure investigated in this work.
The front and rear side are metallized by the same firingthrough pure silver (Ag) screen-printing paste. The width of
the rear finger contacts is larger than the laser-doped BSF.
silver busbars on the rear side as known for conventional
bifacial p-type PERC solar cells [2,7,9] by thinner screenprinted and fired silver fingers and busbars. Thereby, the
additional printing step for the rear side silver contact
pads—necessary for external interconnection in
conventional PERC solar cells—is eliminated. We choose
the passivated emitter and rear locally diffused (PERL)
solar cell structure with local back surface field (BSF) that
is shown in Fig. 1. Key for this approach is the so-called
“pPassDop” layer stack [15,16] applied on the rear side of
the cell. This layer stack consists of a boron-doped silicon
nitride (SiNx:B) layer on top of a thin aluminum oxide
(Al2O3) layer. It serves as both surface passivation and
dopant source during laser doping to locally form highly
p-doped line-shaped BSF areas.
3

SOLAR CELL FABRICATION

3.1 Process sequence
For cell fabrication, see Fig. 2, conventional pseudosquare p-type Cz-Si wafers with an edge length Ledge =
156.75 mm, a base resistivity ρbase ≈ 2 Ωcm and an initial
wafer thickness t = 190 µm are used that are alkaline textured at SolarWorld Industries. At Fraunhofer ISE, the
wafers are then processed into final solar cells according
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Screen printing front (silver, 5 busbars, 100 fingers)
Fast firing

Figure 2: Schematic process sequence for fabrication of the
bifacial p-type Cz-Si PERL solar cells with “pPassDop”
layer stack on the rear side as illustrated in Fig. 1.
to an industry-oriented PERC baseline process [17] in the
PV-TEC pilot-line [18]. A wet-chemical rear side polishing step precedes the tube furnace phosphorus oxychloride
(POCl3) diffusion with in-situ oxidation [19]. The resulting emitter features a sheet resistance Rsh ≈ 80 Ω/sq and a
dark saturation current density j0e ≈ 85 fA/cm² determined
on alkaline textured and SiNx-passivated surface according
to the procedure described in Ref. [20]. After wet-chemical
rear emitter removal and surface cleaning (including the
removal of the front side phosphosilicate glass), a 6 nmthick Al2O3 layer is formed on the rear side by fast atomic
layer deposition (ALD) followed by an outgassing step in
nitrogen ambient in a tube furnace. Plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) forms the front side
SiNx passivation and antireflection layer as well as the
rear side SiNx:B layer.
Three groups of solar cells with a variation in the
width of the line-shaped p-doped BSF wline,BSF and the
width of the rear finger metal contacts wfinger,rs are examined. A pulsed infrared diode-pumped solid-state disk
laser from Jenoptik with a wavelength λ = 1030 nm and a
repetition rate f = 30 kHz is used for both laser doping
out of the “pPassDop” layer stack and its simultaneous
removal. The distance of the BSF lines is 1.04 mm with
two different line widths wline,BSF ≈ 55 µm (group 1) and
wline,BSF ≈ 37 µm (group 2,3). The line width variation results from two different laser powers. The area of the rear
busbars is also doped and opened.
The rear side contact grid with five busbars and 150
fingers (1.04 mm spacing) is applied by screen-printing
the commercial state-of-the-art firing-through pure silver
paste SOL9621M (w/o aluminum). Two different screenopenings are utilized resulting in rear side finger widths
wfinger,rs ≈ 85 µm (group 1,2) and wfinger,rs ≈ 65 µm (group 3)
measured after contact firing. The same silver paste is
used to apply the front side contact grid, which also
features five busbars but 100 fingers (1.56 mm spacing)
with width wfinger,fs ≈ 64 μm. Finally, fast firing with variation in the peak temperature for each cell group completes the fabrication sequence.
3.2 Differences to conventional bifacial p-type Cz-Si PERC
solar cells with rear side aluminum fingers
Only two minor adaptions are needed to implement
the bifacial p-type Cz-Si “pPassDop” PERL approach into
an existing PERC production line: the rear side SiNx capping layer needs to be replaced by a SiNx:B layer and the

3.3 Doping profiles of the rear side BSF
To determine the doping profiles resulting from the
two laser powers applied to the rear layer stack, 2x2 cm²large test fields are lasered with a constant laser line pitch
of 25 µm. The samples used for this purpose are processed according to Fig. 2 until passivation on both sides.
Fig. 3 shows the charge carrier concentration profiles of
the corresponding p-dopings determined by electrochemical capacitance-voltage measurements (ECV) [21]. The
profiles are scaled to match the sheet resistances Rsh,
which are locally determined by 4-point-probe measurements around the ECV spots [22,23]. This adaption requires an area scaling factor of about 1.1. As the initially
alkaline textured surface is flattened by the rear side polishing step and the laser processes, the obtained area scaling factor is reasonable. As it has been shown in Ref. [16],
the p-doping can consist of both boron from the SiNx:B
layer and aluminum from the Al2O3 layer.
Both doping profiles feature the same quite low surface dopant concentration Nsurf ≈ 3∙1019 cm-3. The profile
depth dprof determined at a dopant concentration N =
1016 cm-3 is larger for group 1 with dprof ≈ 5 µm in comparison to dprof ≈ 3.5 µm for group 2 and 3. Thus, the
higher laser power of group 1 yields both, a larger line
width and a deeper doping profile.
3.4 Alignment procedure for the rear side structures
As the rear side finger widths wfinger,rs are only about
30 μm (group 1,3) or about 50 µm (group 2) wider than
the laser-doped and opened BSF lines wline,BSF, an accurate
alignment is required between screen printing and laser
-3

Screen printing rear (silver, 5 busbars, 150 fingers)
wfinger,rs ≈ 65 μm
wfinger,rs ≈ 85 μm

laser contact opening process of the rear side passivation
layer needs to be adapted to also function as doping process.
As a silver contact grid forms the rear side metallization of the PERL solar cells and soldering onto screenprinted silver is state of the art, no additional rear side
solder pads for external interconnection are necessary.
This reduces the total number of process steps by one
compared to conventional bifacial PERC technology.
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Figure 3: P-type charge carrier concentrations determined
by ECV measurements for laser-doped 2x2 cm² large test
fields. The sheet resistances Rsh are given. The uncertainty
in the surface dopant concentration is ΔNsurf = 1019 cm-3.

(a) with alignment proc.
(b) w/o alignment proc.
Figure 4: Light-microscope images of a rear silver finger
on a wafer from (a) group 3 and (b) on a test wafer for
which the alignment procedure has not been applied. The
finger width in both images is wfinger,rs ≈ 65 µm. Both images are taken at the same position—at the second finger
counted from the wafer edge next to the wafers’ corner.

4

SOLAR CELL RESULTS

Prior to cell metallization, some fully passivated cell
precursors are fired and their implied open-circuit voltages
iVOC are measured by the quasi-steady-state photoconductance (QSSPC) technique [24]. These QSSPC measurements reveal the voltage potential of the cell precursors
prior to laser doping to be iVOC ≈ 670 mV. As we have
been faced with some issues during PECVD layer deposition on front and rear side, the iVOC is somewhat lower than
expected.
4.1 Current-voltage measurements
Monofacial current-voltage (IV) measurements from
front and rear side are both performed with contact bars
on both sides on a black non-conductive chuck.
Fig. 5 shows the front side IV data of the three solar
cell groups for the best firing temperature. The mean
front side energy conversion efficiencies ηfront,mean are
given by ηfront,mean = 19.5% (group 1), ηfront,mean = 19.4%
(group 2), and ηfront,mean = 19.7% (group 3). The slightly
higher ηfront,mean by 0.1%abs for group 1 compared to that
of group 2 results from both somewhat larger short-circuit current density jSC and open-circuit voltage VOC. The
solar cells from group 3 show an efficiency advantage of
0.3%abs compared with the cells of group 2, which are
processed with the same laser power for the local BSF
formation. This gain in ηfront,mean results from the smaller
rear side finger width wfinger,rs which leads to an increase
in jSC and VOC by 0.2 mA/cm² and 9 mV, respectively.
However, the mean fill factor FFmean of group 3 is
0.3%abs lower than that of group 2.
The IV data for front and rear side measurements of
the most efficient solar cells of the three groups is summarized in Table I. It is seen that the overall most efficient solar cell from group 3 with ηfront = 19.8% also features the highest rear side efficiency ηrear = 17.6%, yielding an excellent bifaciality β = 89%. The large advantage
in ηrear opposite to group 1 and 2 results from the smaller
rear side finger width wfinger,rs ≈ 65 µm.
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39.1
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38.7
640
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630
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process. The transfer of the grid structure from the screen
onto the wafer surface is affected by several effects that
usually lead to slight deformation. It might thus be necessary to account for deformations by an adapted laser layout.
A special alignment procedure that is based on image
recording of both lasered and screen-printed structures
with subsequent computer-based data processing ensures an
optimal placement of the rear finger grid on top of the laserdoped BSF lines over the whole wafer. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the high accuracy when the alignment procedure is
applied. This exemplary image is valid for the entire wafer.
The laser-doped BSF line with a width wline,BSF ≈ 37 µm is
not visible as it is completely covered by the screen-printed
and fired finger contact, highlighting the successful implementation of our in-house developed alignment procedure.
In contrast, Fig. 4(b) shows an area found on wafers
when the alignment procedure has not been applied. It is an
example of an extreme case of non-optimal alignment between screen-printed finger and laser-doped BSF line: the
bright laser-doped line is clearly visible. However, there are
also areas on the wafer for which the alignment is very accurate. Hence, the misalignment as exemplarily shown in
Fig. 4(b) is caused by the above mentioned screen deformation and cannot be resolved by offsets in the x- or y-direction or by a rotation of the screen during the printing process.

Open-circuit voltage VOC (mV) Short-circ. curr. jSC (mA/cm²) Front side efficiency front (%)
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Figure 5: Front side IV data of the three solar cell groups
for the best firing temperature. The cells are measured with
contact bars on both sides on a black non-conducting chuck
within an industrial cell tester (cell area Acell ≈ 242.5 cm²).
The points to the left of the box plots refer to the individual
cell measurements. The meaning of the box plots is explained exemplary.
Table I: IV parameter of the most efficient solar cell per
group. The measurements with contact bars on both sides on
a black non-conducting chuck are performed by illuminating the solar cells from their (a) front side or (b) rear side.
(a) Front
(b) Rear
Group ηfront
jSC
VOC FF
ηrear
β
(%) (mA/cm²) (mV) (%)
(%)
(%)
1

19.6

38.9

629

80.0

16.1

82

2

19.5

39.0

629

79.7

16.2

83

3

19.8

39.1

638

79.4

17.6

89
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4.2 Fill factor analysis and specific contact resistances
The following fill factor analysis refers to the mean
IV data shown in Fig. 5 (and others that are not shown).
The series resistances rS are given by mean values of
rS,mean = 0.62 Ωcm² (group 1,2) and rS,mean = 0.68 Ωcm²
(group 3). As the mean pseudo fill factors pFFmean ≈ 82.7%
are similar for all three groups, the 0.3%abs lower FFmean
for group 3, see Fig. 5, results from a higher rS,mean. This
higher rS can be caused, on the one hand, by a higher rear
grid resistance Rgrid,rear or, on the other hand, by a higher
specific contact resistance ρC on the rear side.
The mean rear grid resistance for group 3 cells with
Rgrid,rear,mean = 10.8 mΩ (measured between adjacent busbars) is twice as high as for the cells in group 1 or 2 with
Rgrid,rear,mean = 5.5 mΩ due to the lower wfinger,rs. An evaluation using GridMaster [25] shows that this difference in
Rgrid,rear leads to an about 0.006 Ωcm² higher global rS for
group 3, which corresponds to an about 0.03%abs lower FF.
To examine the quality of the electrical contacting of
the screen-printed and fired silver grid to the front side
emitter as well as to the rear side laser-doped BSF, ρC is
determined according to the transfer length method
(TLM) [26]. For this purpose, four 10 mm-wide strips are
cut out between the five busbars of each of two selected
solar cells per group with median efficiencies. On each
strip, five TLM measurements are performed on the rear
side at various points resulting in total 40 TLM measurements per structure of interest. As the front side is equally
processed for all groups, only two exemplary cells are
measured on the front side.
For calculation of ρC according to the TLM measurements, the contact widths need to be considered. For the
measurements on the front side, the contact width is considered to be the screen-printed finger width after firing
wfinger,fs = 64 µm. For the calculation of the rear side ρC,
two different contact widths are considered. First, the
printed finger widths wfinger,rs and second, the width of the
laser-doped BSF lines wline,BSF. As the parts of the metal
contacts that overlap the silicon base (i.e. the areas without BSF) do not contribute to the current transport between base and contact grid—as ρC is orders of magnitude larger in these areas—, both evaluation approaches
are of interest. Note that due to the sample structure, the
determined ρC values represent upper limits [27].
Fig. 6 shows the correspondingly determined ρC values
for the front side and the rear side of the solar cells. The
measured ρC for the front side is ρC = (4.6 ± 2.1) mΩcm².
The mean values for the rear side contacts range between

Specific contact
resistanceC (mcm²)

20
15

wfinger,fs
wfinger,rs
wline,BSF

10

3.6 mΩcm² ≤ ρC,mean ≤ 6.6 mΩcm² (evaluation with wline,BSF)
or between 9.2 mΩcm² ≤ ρC,mean ≤ 12.0 mΩcm² (evaluation with wfinger,rs). The ρC,mean for group 3 are slightly
higher by about 3 mΩcm² compared to those of group 2.
Comparing ρC,mean of group 3 with those of group 1, the
difference is about 3 mΩcm² for the evaluation with
wfinger,rs and about 0.6 mΩcm² for wline,BSF. However, the
applied commercial state-of-the-art pure silver paste is capable of contacting the laser-processed and p-doped BSF
areas despite low surface dopant concentration Nsurf ≈
3∙1019 cm-3 (see Fig. 3) with reasonable low ρC. In accordance with related investigations published in Ref. [28],
the results impressively demonstrate the capability of the
applied commercial firing-through pure silver screen
printing paste to contact both the cell’s front side and rear
side with reasonable low electrical resistance.
Again, the evaluation using GridMaster [25] shows
that the difference in ρC leads to an about 0.07 Ωcm²
higher global rS for group 3, which corresponds to an
about 0.4%abs lower FF. This is in very good agreement
with the measured FF-data in Figure 5 and Table I.
To summarize, the higher rS and thus, the lower FF
for the solar cells from group 3 originate mainly from the
higher rear side ρC.
4.3 Open-circuit voltage analysis
The mean VOC of the three different groups, see Fig. 5,
are given by VOC,mean = 629 mV (group 1), VOC,mean =
627 mV (group 2), and VOC,mean = 636 mV (group 3). In
the following two sections, we will analyze these differences in more detail.
4.3.1 Estimation of dark saturation current densities
The dark saturation current densities of the laserdoped and opened BSF lines j0,laser,BSF are determined according to the procedure described in Refs. [15,16]. Based
on test fields with varying coverage fraction of the BSF
lines, j0,laser,BSF ≈ 1900 fA/cm² (group 1) and j0,laser,BSF ≈
2400 fA/cm² (group 2,3) is extracted.
Due to the two different BSF line widths wline,BSF,
compare also with Fig. 7, the total coverage fraction fBSF
is different for group 1 compared to group 2 and 3, see
Table II. The area-weighted total contribution of the BSF
regions j0,laser,BSF,tot to the overall j0 of the entire cell calculates to j0,laser,BSF,tot ≈ 125 fA/cm² (group 1) and j0,laser,BSF,tot ≈
Table II: Summary of dark saturation current densities j0
and coverage fractions f for the three solar cell groups as
discussed in the text. The five busbars with an effective
width of 400 µm each are taken into account.
j0,laser,BSF
fBSF
j0,laser,BSF,tot
foverlap
Group
(fA/cm²)
(%)
(fA/cm²)
(%)
1
1900
6.6
125
3.0
2

2400

4.8

115

4.8

3

2400

4.8

115

2.8

5
0

Front Rear (G1) Rear (G2) Rear (G3)
Measured wafer side (group)
Figure 6: Specific contact resistances ρC measured according to TLM measurements for the front side and the
rear side of the three different solar cell groups. The contact widths wfinger,fs, wfinger,rs, and wline,BSF are used to determine the corresponding ρC values.

Figure 7: Detail of the rear side of the schematic cross
section shown in Fig. 1. The overlapping regions of the
metal contacts next to the BSF regions are marked.

115 fA/cm² (group 2,3). These values are estimated under
the assumption that the metal contacts (as present in the
final cells) have no additional impact on the recombination properties within the BSF regions. As j0,laser,BSF,tot is
lower for group 2 than for group 1, the laser-doped and
metallized BSF regions cannot explain the slightly lower
VOC of the group 2 cells.
On the other hand, the overlap of the metal contacts
over non highly-doped base area, Fig. 7, increases for
group 2 compared to group 1 as wline,BSF is smaller at the
same wfinger,rs. Table II shows the estimated coverage fractions of the metal contacts that overlap the base area
foverlap. These values suggest that the lower j0,laser,BSF,tot of
group 2 cells is overcompensated by the charge carrier recombination, which is related to the overlapping parts of
the metal contacts. In turn this means that the surface recombination at the part of the metal contacts that overlaps
the silicon base (recombination velocity Soverlap) must be
larger than the recombination at the part of the metal contacts that lies on top of the BSF.
Regarding the VOC difference between the solar cells
from group 2 and 3, the 9 mV higher VOC for the latter results from the lower foverlap; see Table II. The next section
deals with the quantification of Soverlap.
4.3.2 Estimation of surface recombination velocities at
the base regions with metal overlap
In order to assess the recombination properties at the
areas with metal overlapping the base region, Fig. 7, we
conduct numerical 3D device simulations with the software tool Quokka3 [29] for the most efficient solar cell
from group 2 and 3 (they differ only by foverlap). As the
front and rear side contact distances have a small least
common multiple, we are able to use a symmetry element
that represents the full solar cell containing half the region between two adjacent busbars as well as two and
three fingers on the front and rear side, respectively.
The metallized region overlapping the base on the
rear side is modelled with an effective surface recombination velocity Soverlap. Concerning the base, we assume a
bulk lifetime of τbulk = 3 ms according to the parameterization in Ref. [30] for 2 Ωcm p-type Cz-Si. We account
for non-ideal recombination behavior by including an external second diode with ideality factor n = 2 and a saturation current density j02 = 14 nA/cm2 (j02 is based on
two-diode model fits to the dark IV curves of the finished
solar cells). For the specific contact resistances of the rear
grid, we apply ρC = 3.6 mΩcm2 and ρC = 6.6 Ωcm2 for
group 2 and 3, respectively. These are the mean ρC values
measured on the corresponding solar cells per group as
shown in Fig. 6. All other input parameters of the front and
rear side rely on the measured values given in the sections
3.1, 3.2, 4.2, and 4.3.1. Regarding further electrical properties of the front side, we refer to the data published in
Ref. [31].
Within our simulation results, we find a strong influence of the surface recombination velocity Soverlap at the
interface between the rear metal contacts and the lowlydoped base accounting for significant VOC losses, see Fig. 8.
As Soverlap is the only unknown parameter, we can clearly
assign the losses in VOC to high Soverlap values. It is seen that
the group 2 cell exhibits a stronger decrease in VOC with
increasing Soverlap, which is a strong indication for the effect
causing the VOC difference observed in the experiment.
To match the measured and simulated IV data, see
Table III, Soverlap = 3·104 cm/s and Soverlap = 1·104 cm/s for
group 2 and 3 are considered, respectively.

Open-circuit voltage VOC (mV)
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Figure 8: Simulated VOC values for the most efficient cells
from group 2 and 3 depending on the recombination velocity Soverlap at the interface between the rear metal contacts
and the non-highly-doped base. Clearly visible is the huge
VOC drop for Soverlap > 1000 cm/s, confirming the detrimental impact of the overlapping metal regions.
Table III: Measured and simulated IV parameters of the
most efficient solar cell for group 2 and 3, respectively.
Group Type Soverlap ηfront
VOC FF pFF
jSC
(cm/s) (%) (mA/cm²) (mV) (%) (%)
2
3

19.51

38.95

628.6 79.70 82.85

Simul. 3∙104 19.55

Meas.

38.92

628.3 79.97 82.72

Meas.

-

19.81

39.13

638.0 79.35 82.75

Simul. 1∙104 19.94

-

39.18

637.9 79.79 82.74

With the conducted and validated simulations, the
overlap region is clearly identified as being very harmful
and thus, the overlap region needs to be reduced.
5

OUTLOOK

From further experiments, we acquired knowledge
about recombination and electrical contacting properties
for the “pPassDop” PERL approach with respect to a wider
range of laser parameters. We already developed a laser
doping process that yields significantly lower j0,laser,BSF ≈
1100 fA/cm². As shown in Ref. [28], the related specific
contact resistance ρC is found to be ρC ≈ 2 mΩcm² with
the same firing-through silver paste as used within this
paper. However, this laser process has so far not been
tested on cell level. In combination with further decreasing the share of metal overlapping the silicon base foverlap,
which is possible by applying our alignment procedure,
we pursue the short-term goal to increase the cell performance to a front side energy conversion efficiency ηfront ≥
21% and a bifaciality β ≥ 90%.
On the other hand, non-firing-through silver pastes
provide an additional efficiency enhancement potential
and are less challenging with respect to the overlap between silver fingers and the non-highly-doped BSF.
However, corresponding pastes are still limited with respect to ρC with values exceeding 40 mΩcm².
6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The most efficient bifacial “pPassDop” PERL solar
cell currently achieves a bifaciality of 89% at a front side
energy conversion efficiency of 19.8% (measured with con-
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tact bars on both sides on a black non-conducting chuck).
With fill factors larger than 79%, we demonstrate the
low-ohmic electrical contacting of both the phosphorusdoped front and the laser-p-doped rear surface with the
same commercial pure silver screen-printing paste. We
show that the firing-through silver paste introduces significant losses in open-circuit voltage due to high recombination in the non-laser processed overlap region. The
larger the overlap of the silver contacts over the nonlaser-doped areas, the higher is the total charge carrier recombination. Our innovative alignment procedure allows
for matching the rear side structuring processes despite
low line width of both screen-printed fingers (65 µm) and
laser-doped back surface field regions (37 µm).
Compared to the fabrication of industrial bifacial
PERC solar cells, the examined bifacial PERL solar cells
require even one process step less and thus, implementation in existing PERC production lines is very attractive.
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